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SHORT SYNOPSIS
ASPIE SEEKS LOVE follows a fearless outsider who has been searching for love longer
than many of us have been alive. David Matthews has spent the past twenty years
posting personal ad fliers to telephone poles seeking love – fliers that double as art
pieces featuring witty, humorous prose, pop culture references, and suave photos of
the artist. He wasn’t diagnosed with Asperger’s syndrome until age forty-one, at which
point his entire life changed, including his strategy for winning the love of women and
achieving his artistic dreams.

LONG SYNOPSIS
A character-driven documentary, ASPIE SEEKS LOVE chronicles the life of a quirky,
inspiring man who sticks out like a sore thumb in suburban America. He is a writer and
artist named David Matthews. Against the Levittown-like rows of identical houses in
Aliquippa, Pennsylvania, David delivers dry, hilarious one-liners that deconstruct
ordinary American life. We follow David closely as he drives through Pittsburgh and
explores its newly-flourishing art scene, in which he tries to connect with a myriad of
hip women, young artists, and people on the autism spectrum. No matter where he
goes, he can’t quite seem to fit in.
Filmmaker Julie Sokolow became fascinated with David after learning about his
personal ad flier project.
For twenty years, David posted personal ad fliers to
telephone poles around Pittsburgh seeking love. He wrote and designed the fliers,
filling them with wacky headlines, photos of himself, and witty prose about his personal
life. David’s fliers anticipated the popularity of online dating profiles and manufactured
internet personas, long before the rise of social media.
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ASPIE SEEKS LOVE follows David’s quest to find love in the 21st century, when two
things change his life for good. One: He’s diagnosed with Asperger’s syndrome at the
late age of forty-one and must grapple with therapists and autism support groups to
find his place in the the world. Two: He signs up for online dating and joins the forty
million Americans looking for love in the digital age.
Sokolow’s vérité approach to filming David’s romantic, social, and psychological
struggles makes ASPIE SEEKS LOVE a work of unique sincerity. David becomes
intimate with three creative women whose personal challenges rival his own. We
glimpse back into David’s past as a misunderstood, bullied youth and forward into his
hopes for the future. David’s journey is hilarious and heartbreaking in equal measure
and helps expand the definition of what love really means.

David Matthews in Aspie Seeks Love
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SOCIAL RELEVANCE
Asperger’s syndrome is a form of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). About 1 in 68
children worldwide has been diagnosed with ASD and it is the fastest-growing
developmental disability in the US. The symptoms of Asperger’s syndrome include
difficulties in social interaction, problems with sensory processing, and often an intense,
restricted focus on one interest.
As a hyperactive, socially challenged, yet intellectually advanced youth, David fell
victim to bullying. His peers called him “fag” and “Squidman”. His mother hit him
with wooden spoons. One survey found that 63% of kids with ASD had experienced
bullying. Unfortunately, we live in a world where the media’s portrayal of people with
ASD and a history of being bullied often leads to further stigmatization.
In May 2014, the media closely scrutinized the mental and social history of Elliot
Rodger, the 22-year-old who went on a violent rampage in Santa Barbara, CA. Rodger
had been diagnosed with Asperger’s syndrome at age seven and bullied throughout
his youth. Two years prior to Rodger’s case, the media had emphasized the Asperger’s
diagnosis of Adam Lanza, the Sandy Hook shooter. In a video Rodger made right
before the murders he described his loneliness, rejection, and inability to win the love
of women as his primary motivation.
ASPIE SEEKS LOVE profiles a man who experiences similar, heartbreaking struggles,
but endeavors to rise above them. Against the odds, David became a writer and artist.
It is crucial that stories like David’s get into the world and counterbalance the weight of
Rodger’s or Lanza’s story. Our film features an admirable person with ASD and
provides audience members who experience similar struggles with constructive
examples of how to approach social connection.
ASPIE SEEKS LOVE is also a portrait of a writer on the fringe of mainstream society.
Like Terry Zwigoff’s CRUMB or Jeff Feuerzeig’s THE DEVIL AND DANIEL JOHNSTON,
ASPIE SEEKS LOVE highlights the work of a creative person whose talent is rivaled only
by his struggles. We want our film to help inspire confidence in people with mental
health challenges and generate a conversation about neurological diversity, selfesteem building, and the power of art and self-expression, especially in the lives of
people who often struggle to find a voice.
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INTERLUDE: 20 YEARS OF FLIERS

select pieces from David’s flier collection
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
“Her voice sounds dreamily nuanced…as she contemplates unrequited love.”
-PITCHFORK review of Julie Sokolow’s
record SOMETHING ABOUT VIOLINS

Growing up, I was chronically awkward. Born with a false clubfoot, which was thankfully
temporary, I sprouted into a tall 5’10” preteen girl – bespectacled, braces-wearing, and
bad at basketball. Making music and films saved me from alienation. They were the
means to articulate being a misfit with a sense of pride.
At nineteen, I wrote and recorded an album, SOMETHING ABOUT VIOLINS, dealing
with unrequited love, loneliness, and my desire to connect. My favorite art has always
been about love – the difficulty finding it and holding onto it.
I fell in love with David Matthews’ personal ad fliers the moment I saw them. When I
learned he posted them for twenty years, I was speechless. That’s almost as long as
I’ve been alive! I would have gone on a date with David, but instead I wanted to make
a movie about him. This is my first feature-length movie.
I devoted over three years to producing, directing, and editing this film. I even
composed songs for the soundtrack. In April 2014, Danny Yourd (the producer of the
Sundance-winning BLOOD BROTHER) grew fascinated by David’s story and came on as
executive producer.
It’s hard for anyone to find love in this world, let alone an individual with psychological
struggles. I made this film because I profoundly relate to David’s story. If someone as
unique as David can find love, maybe there’s hope for everybody.
Thank you for watching ASPIE SEEKS LOVE.

Sincerely,
Julie Sokolow
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THE CREW

Julie Sokolow, David Matthews, and Danny Yourd

JULIE SOKOLOW (Producer, Director, Editor, and Composer)
Julie started out as a lo-fi singer-songwriter. Her album Something About Violins was
released by Austin, Texas label Western Vinyl and acclaimed by Pitchfork, Wire, and the
Washington Post. Since then, she’s made short films that have appeared in the New
York Times, TIME, and Huffington Post. She is the producer of the Healthy Artists
series, which profiles over forty uninsured artists. Aspie Seeks Love is her first featurelength film and she composed a large portion of the soundtrack.
DANNY YOURD (Executive Producer)
Danny is the producer of Blood Brother, which won over 15 awards including the
Audience and Grand Jury Award at Sundance 2013. He received the usage of the
p.g.a. mark by the Producers Guild of America for his work on Blood Brother and is
currently producing a second feature called Gennadiy.
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ANIMAL (Production Company)
Animal is a passionate company always searching for new ideas. They believe in
building strong creative partnerships. Animal provides services ranging from shoots to
full post production. Animal has produced award winning work seen across the nation
and worldwide. Danny is employed by Animal.
DEFACTO SOUND (Sound Mix/Design)
Defacto Sound has worked on everything from major advertising campaigns to trailers
to documentaries and games. They are an active member of the Cinema Audio
Society and the Motion Picture Sound Editors.

THE REACH
David’s quest for love and personal growth is a
universal one. We strongly believe ASPIE SEEKS
LOVE is both entertaining and educational and
presents a compelling human interest story. We
also hope ASPIE SEEKS LOVE will foster greater
autism awareness and we are beginning to
connect to autism and disability communities
worldwide.
We hope the film will inspire audiences both on
and off the spectrum to pursue their romantic
and creative dreams. The film highlights David’s
journey to publish his first book. We will release
the book with the film, creating new outreach
opportunities.
Our screenings will include a
companion event, a literary reading series with
David Matthews.

David Matthews’ book Meltdown in the Cereal Aisle
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David Matthews embarks on an online dating odyssey

CONTACT

JULIE SOKOLOW (Producer / Director)
email: juliesokolow@gmail.com
DANNY YOURD (Executive Producer)
email: dannyyourd@gmail.com
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